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AWARDED FOR OUTSTANDING INNOVATION

LiveEO wins Deutsche Bahn’s Supplier Innovation
Award 2021
Berlin, July 8th, 2021
Among 80 applicants, LiveEO has been chosen by the jury to receive the prestigious
Supplier Innovation Award 2021, issued by Europe’s largest railway operator Deutsche
Bahn. For the third year, Deutsche Bahn has awarded companies that show innovative
strength and enable them to offer their customers products and services that are more
attractive and competitive.
The internal jury, supported by the Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation
Research (ISI) saw a fit in LiveEO’s contribution as a supplier. Thanks to its satellite-based
vegetation management solution, Deutsche Bahn is able to maintain its network more
efficiently and consequently with fewer service interruptions.
Deutsche Bahn is one of LiveEO’s oldest clients and has monitored their 33,000 km/20,500
mi of railway network for risks posed by vegetation since 2018. The size and scope of this
early client pushed LiveEO to develop their solution to work at scale with high precision.
Building a highly scalable solution from the beginning has been essential in establishing the
market leadership position LiveEO holds today in satellite-based infrastructure monitoring.

“It is a huge step for us to get awarded with the supplier innovation award from Europe's
largest transportation company, Deutsche Bahn because it shows that we have made a
successful transition from a startup to a supplier for satellite data analytics on scale”, says
Daniel Seidel, CEO and Co-Founder of LiveEO, after receiving the award, “in the past years
we have learned a lot on both sides and still have very creative sessions together to
optimize the utilization of Earth Observation data to further improve processes. I am really
looking forward to the upcoming challenges we will solve together”, concludes Seidel.
Follow LiveEO’s on LinkedIn and Twitter.

About LiveEO
LiveEO is bringing Earth Observation to enterprise customers starting in the infrastructure
sector. LiveEO utilizes satellite technology to monitor large infrastructure networks globally
and empowers the operators to save operational expenses by observing dangers from
external threats. By using AI, the start-up generates overviews of thousands of kilometers
for decisions on the management level and information for the worker on the ground via a
front-end and mobile app. LiveEO’s goal is to monitor every major infrastructure grid until
2025. The company has around 50 employees and has offices in Berlin, Germany, and New
York, USA.

